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Abstract 

 Take the talent to identify the talent! a 
monotonous tone will never appreciate the music of 
the masters. entirely associate skilled jeweler would 
perceive that everything that shines is not real! And 
entirely those that can acknowledge the value of a 
diamond can appreciate it, for others it's merely a 
stone! Talent can what others notice robust. in an 
exceedingly corporation, there is nothing further 
crucial than putt the proper worker inside the 
proper position. otherwise you'd be trying to mount 
a sq. peg throughout a spherical hole. once people 
do employment that simply does not satisfy their 
tastes, inclinations or temperament, the results, or 
rather their lack, ar aiming to be disastrously 
obvious. Low productivity, discontent, low morale, 
absence and different negative behaviors will 
become typical until you show the employee at the 
door. Or maybe, there is another option 

 Talent management. talent management: a 
acutely aware and deliberate approach to attract, 
develop and retain of us with the power and skills 
necessary to satisfy current and future structure 
desires. Talent management involves individual and 
structure development in response to a dynamic and 
complex operational atmosphere. It includes the 
creation and maintenance of a substantiating and 
people-oriented structure culture. Talent 
management implies recognizing a personality's 
inherent skills, traits, temperament and giving him 
an identical job. every body incorporates a 
distinctive talent that suits a selected job profile 
and the other position can cause discomfort.  
Keywords: Talent Management, temperament, Low 
morale, absence. 

 

What is Talent Management? 

 Talent management could also be a advanced assortment of connected human resources 

processes that gives a straightforward basic advantage for any organization: Talent drives 

performance. we tend to all acknowledge that teams with the only people perform at a much 

better level. prime organizations acknowledge that exceptional business performance is driven by 

superior talent. The people are the excellence. Talent management is strategy. Analyst analysis 

has tried that organizations victimization talent management ways and solutions exhibit higher 

performance than their direct competitors and also the market normally. From Fortune one 

hundred international enterprise recruiting and performance management to tiny and medium 

business recruiting, leading firms invest in talent management to pick the simplest person for 

every job as a result of the apprehend success is steam-powered by the overall talent quality of 

their force. Talent Management is useful to each the organization and also the workers. The 

organization edges from: redoubled productivity and capability; a much better linkage between 

individuals' efforts and business goals; commitment of valued employees; reduced turnover; 

redoubled bench strength and a much better match between people's jobs and skills. workers 

profit from: Higher motivation and commitment; career development redoubled data regarding 

and contribution to company goals; sustained motivation and job satisfaction. 
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How Can a Talent Extremely Work Associate in Nursing Organization? 

 Recognition of talent: Deem what staff knock off their free time and ascertain their interests. 

try to discover their strengths and interests. Also, encourage them to seek out their latent talents. 

as an example, if Associate in Nursing employee inside the operations department explains 

convincingly why he thinks he is right even once he is wrong, deem moving it to sales!  

 Attract talent: wise companies manufacture a powerful complete identity with their shoppers 

and, therefore, fulfill that promise. the big work brands do a standardized, with quantitative and 

qualitative results. As a result, the proper people value more highly to be a part of the 

organization. choice of talent: the administration ought to implement verified talent selection 

systems and tools to create the profiles of the proper people supported the skills of high 

performance staff. it is not concerning finding the "best and brightest", it's concerning creating the 

proper answer, every for these days and tomorrow.  

 Maintenance talents: inside this climate of change, it's essential to retain key people. These 

unit the those that will lead the organization to future success, and will not afford to lose them. 

the price of replacement Associate in Nursing derived employee is mammoth. Organizations ought 

to promote diversity and magnificence ways in which to retain people, reward high performance 

and provide opportunities for development. Succession management: effective organizations 

anticipate the leadership and talent needed to realize the long run. Leaders understand that 

strengthening their talent pool is crucial through succession coming up with, sure-handed 

development, work rotation and men coming up with. they have to determine the potential talent 

and govern it. 

 modification the culture of the organization: raise yourself: "Why can a talented person value 

more highly to work here?" If the organization wishes to significantly strengthen its talent pool, 

it ought to be able to alter key aspects like company strategy, structure structure, culture and 

even the caliber of the organization's leaders. 

 A properly managed talent appears to be a gold mine. it's inexhaustible and valuable. it's going 

to still provide wealth and value to the organization. 

 In turn, the Administration ought to love, extract it, polish it and use it. do not trouble Talent, 

pay generously, kind of a fashionable person UN agency lights up his luxuries, as a results of 

talent is wealth! 

 

Importance of Talent Management 

 Like human capital, Talent Management is gaining extra attention. 

 Talent Management (TM) brings on an enormous amount of human resources (HR) and 

management initiatives. 

 Organizations that formally attempt to "manage their talent" undertake a strategic analysis of 

their current human resources management processes. this is {often this can be} often to 

create certain that a coordinated and performance-oriented approach is adopted. 

 terribly typically, organizations that take Associate in Nursing MT approach will concentrate on 

coordination and integration: 

 Recruitment: certify that the right people square measure drawn to the organization. 

 Retention: development and implementation of practices that reward and support staff. 

 worker development - guaranteeing continuous informal and formal learning and development.  
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 Leadership and "high potential employee" development - specific development programs for 

existing and future leaders Performance management - specific processes that nurture and 

support performance, together with feedback/measurement.  

 Workforce designing - designing for business and general changes, together with the older 

personnel and current/future skills shortages.  

 Culture - development of a positive, progressive and high performance "way of operating".  

 An important step is to spot the workers or staff (people and positions) that area unit vital to 

the organization. they are doing not essentially have to be compelled to be senior workers 

members. several organizations lost plenty of "organizational knowledge" within the economy 

exercises of many years agone. The impact of the loss wasn't instantly apparent. However, it didn't 

take long for several firms to understand their mistake once they didn't have folks with the 

information and skills to either anticipate or solve issues that arose.  

 The current discussions concerning talent shortages and also the ageing population are serving 
to organizations to specialize in the talent management issue. it's going to not be attainable to 
easily quit and recruit new folks to fulfill operational desires. several leading firms have 
determined to develop their own folks, instead of attempting to rent totally sure-handed staff.  
In summary, each organization ought to be implementing talent management principles and 
approaches.  
 

Six Talent Management Practices That Matter 

 Competing in an exceedingly "flat world", a term popularized by editorialist Tom economic 

expert, needs (well) rounded folks. turning into a well rounded talent needs continuous learning 

and development of information and skills. Organizations that wish to reach flat world competition 

higher be making enriching work experiences if they want to draw in.  

 How are you able to produce AN enriching workplace? it is not straightforward and does not 

happen nightlong. however with some designing, plenty of persistence and adept execution of 

seven key practices, ANy organization will produce an enriching work.  

 
Job Stretch and quality  

 Feel like you are stuck in an exceedingly box at work? If you are doing you've lots of company. 

several organizations outline jobs narrowly and permit very little or no movement across structure 

boundaries or maybe among them. however to grow, gifted folks got to be perpetually challenged 

and stretched. this implies the power to require risks, to do new things, and yes, even to fail - 

whether or not by doing one thing otherwise in AN existing job or endeavor a completely new one. 

If expertise is so the simplest teacher what quantity area unit we have a tendency to learning if 

SEI Investments, a number one international supplier of outsourced investment business solutions, 

has created AN surroundings that has continual challenge to workers and allows them to often 

move round the organization and to oft fight new tasks and responsibilities. 

 

Mentoring Not Just Managing 

 Nothing hurries up the transfer of information ANd power or enhances individual development 

quite a high quality matched dialogue between AN old person and an up-and-comer.  

W.L. Gore, creator of Gore-Tex materials, may be a mentoring-intensive organization. Managers 

area unit known as "Sponsors" and act as advocates for his or her assigned workers. They arrange to 

being knowledgeable their activities, well being, progress, accomplishments, personal issues and 

ambitions. every associate has a minimum of one sponsor and a few have quite one. 
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Deep Immersion 

 Nothing frustrates gifted individuals, notably young up-and-comers, quite being asked to 

attend their flip before obtaining the chance to contribute to special comes or initiatives. this can 

be not solely demotivating to individuals however counter-productive to performance as 

opportunities to contribute rely additional on tenure and chain of command than benefit.  

Trilogy, a software system company based mostly in Austin|state capital} Texas not solely avoids 

this downside, however has created a fast- track, merit-based method that starts with each new 

rent. Its induction program is on steroids - goals aren't solely cultural induction, bonding and 

ability development however to form the company's next generation of concepts, product and 

leaders. The program is diode and go by Trilogy's high executives, together with its business 

executive. 

 

Teaching and training 

 This means having individuals within the organization - each managers and specialists - whose 

role it's to assist others to grow, learn and understand their potential. several organizations have 

de-emphasized this key task as pressure to satisfy quarterly performance targets have cascaded all 

the way down to each level of the organization. Schools give a plan and model from that 

alternative organizations will learn. they need lecturers whose solely job is to develop their 

student's skills and learning. whereas few organizations ar positioned to use full-time lecturers, 

several ought to encourage and facilitate managers and employees to require on this role. they'll 

try this by expressly acknowledging the worth of teaching and training and together with these 

responsibilities within the expectations and measures of performance set for managers and 

employees.  

 

Diversity of abilities and Personalities 

 The value of diversity in business appears obvious to most observers, however few leaders very 

savvy to leverage the variations that folks bring back the work., head of the innovative Brazilian 

conglomerate Secom puts it - "I like Coq-au-Vin to Chicken McNuggets". he's not talking concerning 

food however rather cultures that mix numerous abilities and views (like the ingredients during a 

slow baked Coq-au-Vin) versus those who impose desensitizing conformity on their individuals (like 

the industrial-style sameness of Chicken McNuggets). And believe Maine, many companies have 

Chicken McNugget talent - mass produced, standardized and consistently mediocre. Far better to 

blend diverse ingredients into a rich and unique tasting  

 It frequently pairs younger and older employees along. Its "Lost in Space" program affords 

young employees the chance to maneuver round the company on a daily basis throughout their 1st 

few years. This helps them to each develop new views area unit well as inject their own 

contemporary concepts throughout the business. Their "Trading Places" initiative let's folks trade 

jobs as some way of gaining new expertise and skills.  

 

Horizontal Growth methods 

 Flattening of hierarchies in recent years has severely curtailed growth methods in several 

organizations. however growth should not simply be up the ladder or rely strictly on deed social 

control skills. Another productive growth path is horizontal and progressive organizations have 

created lateral methods that enable folks to broaden their skills and data at intervals their 

disciplines and jobs. Companies like IBM, TX Instruments and Intel have instituted technical 
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mastery programs to permit individual contributors and specialists to develop their data and 

learning and to be paid and recognized for it. this implies talent will advance supported their 

learning pace instead of need to modification jobs or be promoted to induce ahead.  

 
The New 60 Minutes Mission and Talent Management Processes 

Many difficult hands problems confront 60 minutes, including:  

 Heightened competition for sure-handed employees.  

 Impending retirement of the baby boomers.  

 Low levels of worker engagement. 

 Acknowledgement of the high value of turnover. 

 Arduous demands of managing international workforces. 

 Importance of succession designing 

 Off shoring and outsourcing trends. 

 This requires new thinking and a replacement mission to realize business success. These 

factors—coupled with the necessity to align folks directly with company goals—are forcing 60 

minutes to evolve from policy 

creation, value reduction, 

method potency, and risk 

management to driving a new 

talent mindset in the 

organization. One vital 

distinction is that the evolution 

of the distinction between 

military science hour and 

strategic talent management. 

Transactional hour activities ar 

body overhead. Talent management could be a continuous method that delivers the optimum men 

for your business.In this new model—instead of being the homeowners of processes, forms, and 

compliance—HR becomes the strategic enabler of talent management processes that empower 

managers and workers whereas making business price. With this read, talent management is also 

outlined because the implementation of integrated methods or systems designed to enhance 

processes for recruiting, developing and holding folks with the desired skills and ability to fulfill 

current and future structure desires 

 

Why Talent Management? 

 Workforce value is that the largest class of pay for many organizations. Automation and 

analysis of your recruiting and hiring processes provides the immediate hands visibility and insights 

you wish to considerably improve your bottom line. Performance management provides the 

continuing processes and practices to take care of a stellar hands. Today, several organizations ar 

scuffling with silos of time unit processes and technologies. the longer term of talent management 

is embodied in solutions designed from the bottom up to supply business-centric practicality on a 

unified talent management platform. Since nearly all competitive business factors became 

commoditized, talent is what ultimately drives business success and creates worth. Leading 

organizations have faith in Taleo solutions and services to assess, acquire, develop, and align 

talent with business objectives whereas considerably reducing method prices, up quality of rent, 
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reducing risk, and achieving higher levels of performance. Though it's going to appear intuitive, it's 

worthy to articulate the elemental significance of no-hit talent management practices: The key 

enabler of any organization is talent. The quality of your individuals is your last true competitive 

mortal. Talent drives performance. Talent management needs sturdy government support, beside 

systems and processes all directed towards having the proper talent doing the proper work the 

proper time. That’s once talent actually drives higher business performance. 
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